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ABSTRACT
The “primitive equations of motion” are adopted for this study. The

nine levels of the model are distributed

so as to resolve surface boundary layer fluxes as well as radiative transfer by ozone, carbon dioxide, and water vapor.

’

The lower boundary is a kinematically uniform land surface without any heat capacity. The stabilizing
effect of
moist convection is implicitly incorporated into the model by requiring an adjustment of the lapse rate whenever it
exceeds the moist adiabatic value. The numerical integrations are performed for the mean annual conditions over
a hemisphere starting with an isothermal atmosphere
at rest. The spatial distribution of gaseous absorbers is assumed
to have the annual mean value of the actual atmosphere and to be constant with time.
A quasi-equilibrium is attained about which a cyclic energy variation occurs with an irregular period of about
2 weeks. The dominant wave number of the meridional component of the wind is 5 t o 6 in the troposphere but is
reduced to about 3 in the stratosphere. The gross structure and behavior of the tropopause and stratosphere below
30 km. agree reasonably well with observation. The meridional circulation obtained from the computation has a
3-cell structure in the troposphere and tends toward a 2-cell structure with increasing altitude in the stratosphere.
Although the level of the jet stream as well as that of the maximum northward transport of momentum coincides
with observation, the intensity of the jet stream turns out to be much stronger than the observed annual mean.
In the stratosphere the temperature increases with increasing latitude because of the effect of large-scalemotion.
The magnitude of the increase, however, is smaller than that observed.
A detailed study of the vertical distribution of the budget of kinetic energy, of available potential energy, of
heat, and of angular momentum is made. The mechanismfor maintaining the kinetic energy of the jet stream
and of the stratosphere is discussed.
It is concluded that in the model the kinetic energy in the stratosphere is
maintained against its conversion into potential energy and dissipation through interaction with the troposphere,
which is in qualitative agreement with the results derived from an analysis of the actual atmosphere. In the troposphere, the conversion of potential energy reaches a maximum at about the 500-mb. level. This energyis then
transferred to thelevel of the jet stream and to the
surface boundary layer by the
so-called pressure interaction term,
thus providing the source of kinetic energy for these two levels at which dissipation is predominant. As with the
results of Phillips [27] and Smagorinsky [37], the ratio of eddy kinetic energy t o zonal kinetic energy and that of
eddy to zonal available potential energy are computedt o be much smaller than those of the actual atmosphere.
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results of this investigationwere first presented at the International S y m p d u m on Dynamics of Large-Scale Proeanses, Boulder, Colo., September 8-7,1883.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The work to be reported upon in this paper represents
the results of the initial phase of a comprehensive longtermresearchprogramin
the dynamics of the general
circulation. This program, conceived in its present form
of the two principal
in 1958, is a naturaloutgrowth
antecedents : (1) Phillips's [27] two-level quasi-geostrophic
model in a zonally periodic domain on a p-plane, which
initially demonstrated the feasibility of numerically simulating the general circulation, and (2) Smagorinsky's [37]
primitive equation two-level model with motion within a
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spherical zonal strip, which considerably generalized the
hydrodynamicframework.These
models havealready
provided extremely useful information regarding our
ability to simulate some of the important gross properties
of the general circulation and the processes by which they
are maintained.
Both of these models had in common the gross oversimplification of the vertical structure of the atmosphere
and all that it implies; namely, the necessity for strong
parameterization of theplanetaryboundarylayer,the
radiativetransfer,convectivetransfer,andthevertical
staticstability.The
role of fronts was highly oversimplxed,andthe
effects of the tropopause andthe
stratosphere were ignored. The interaction of the hydrologic cycle was for the most part also ignored.
The ultimate objective of this work is to understand the
basic mechanisms responsible for maintaining the general
circulation and the climatology of the atmosphere and to
simulate the essential (macroscopic) features of the general
circulationwith a minimum of parametricconstraints.
It was, however, apparent that such a completestep at the
outset would inevitably end in failure and would only be
unraveled by going back to less complex versions. The
strategy adopted anticipated such difficulties and took a
long-range view. We first constructed with considerable
care, andin factprogramed, the most general of a hierarchy
of models in order to uncover in some detail the body of
physics needed, to determine where the obvious weaknesses
were, and to give us some idea of the computational limitations we could expect. The perspective thus gained was
invaluable.Wethenlaid
out aprogram of simplified
models which can be',constructed as a sub-set of the most
general one. The rnLn requirements were (1) that each
model represent a physically realizable state, (2) that they
could beconstructedcomputationally
by program bypasses, and (3) thatthey collectively would providea
step-by-step study of the behavior of new processes and
their influence on theinteractivesystem.Hence,many
of the intermediatemodels in t?hemselvesmay lack detailed
similitude totheatmospherebut
provide theinsight
necessary for ca,reful and systematic scientific inquiry.
I n this connection we have carried from our
previous
experience the practice of performing comprehensive
dynamic diagnoses of the balances of energy, heat, and
angular momenGum. Althoughthisrequires
whatmay
appear to be an inordinate and incongruous effort, we feel
that the apparent simulation of the synoptic manifestations does not in itself constitute an understanding. It is
not inconceivable that the results superficially maybe
wrong reason. Diagnosticintegral
correct butforthe
techniques provide a verysensitive measure of the mechanistic similitude of the model to the atmosphere. In O w
view theyprovide thetype of insight from numerical
studies that one normally expects to derive from analytical
studies.
An important characteristic of this model lies in the
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computation of radiativetransfer.
It is clear that a
simple parameterization of the calcuIation of radiative
transfer requires that we implicitly presume a knowledge
of the vertical thermal structure of the real atmosphere.
To avoid the parameterization, we decided to compute the
radiative flux as a function of an arbitrary vertical distribution of the atmospheric absorbers, such as mater
vapor,
carbon
dioxide, and ozone. For the sake of
simplicity of computation we adopteda scheme which
requires the results of lorn resolution measurements of
absorptivity. Preceding the present
study,
extensive
computations of thermal equilibrium were carried out by
the use of this scheme. Refer to ManabeandStrickler
[17] for the detailed description of these calculations.
One of the most important factors which influences, if
not controls, the general circulation of the atmosphere is
the process of condensation. The explicit incorporation
of this process into the general circulation model, however,
initially overcomplicates the scheme agreat
deal and
makes the analysis of results more difficult.Therefore,
we have introduced a simple process of moist convective
adjustment as a substitute for the moist convection, the
adjustment being carried out whenever the lapse rate
exceeds the moist adiabatic value. It mustbekept in
mind, however, that althoughthis process roughly corresponds to the stabilizing effect of moist convection, it
does not simulate the northward transport of latent energy
Therefore, this
which could be of majorimportance.
numerical study could be regarded as an intermediate step
before we attempt to study the behavior of a more general
model involving the process of condensation. We shall
discuss the results obtained from the time integration of
the general circulation with the hydrologic cycle in a
paper which follows [18].
I n dealing witha
lower boundary of uniform heat
capacity, there are two extreme choices in simulating t,he
thermalproperties.
One can choose an ocean-covered
earth of infinite heat capacity for which one must specify
the quasi-equilibrium surface temperature. In this case,
the temperature specified at the ocean boundary would all
but control thelatitudinaltemperaturegradient
of the
atmosphere by convection.
Another choice for the uniform lower boundary conditionisaland
surface with no heat capacity. In this
case, the temperature of the earth's surface is determined
bytheheat
balance among solar radiation, long-wave
radiation,andtheturbulent
flux of energy from the
earth'ssurface
tothe
atmosphere. By adoptingthis
lower boundary
condition,
we implicitly neglect the
by ocean currents. The
effect of theheattransport
numerical experiment with
this
boundary
condition
constitutes a logical step before the study of the model
withthe effect of energy transportby ocean currents.
Therefore, we adopted this latter boundary condition for
the present study.
I t was our intention to permit sufficient vertical resolution to:
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(1) make unnecessary theEkman approximation between the lowest level and the earth's surface-namely,
the boundary layer is thin enough so that the rotational
forces maybe assumed negligible withrespect tothe
viscous forces,
(2) have the upper level high enough to represent the
main ultraviolet absorption of ozone,
(3) describe the gross thermal structure of the tropopause and stratosphere, and .
(4) provide tropospheric resolution great enough to
account for the major role of frontaldynamicsand
of
condensation processes to be incorporated later.
9. SYSTEM

OF PROGNOSTIC EQUATIONS

A. DYNAMICANDTHERMODYNAMICEQUATIONS

Adopting pressure normalized by surface pressure as the
vertical coordinate, we write the equations of motion on the
stereographic map projection as follows (refer to thepapers
by Phillips [28], [30]):

+ [ z sin
~ e-%

1

(VX-UY)

1

P,V

ad
bP
-mP* --mRT"-li+HFr+vF~
bY
dY
The continuity equation is:

The hydrostatic equation combined with the equation of
state is:

*="Q

RT

bQ

The thermodynamical energy equation is:

The notations used in these equations are as follows:
X abscissa of stereographicrectangularcoordinate
Y
ordinate of stereographic rectangular coordinate
t
time
U earth velocity component in X-direction
'
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earth velocity component in Y-direction

P
atmospheric pressure
P* atmospheric pressure at the lower boundary
T temperature
4
Q

geopotential
height

K=RJc~

of &-surface

I n this
equation,

1
0
1 is the
total

(2B9)

deformation defined by

PIP* (P: pressure) (see section 5 for definition of

(2B10)

&-level spacing)

Q

&&/at

w

dP/dt

0 to taken
latitude

m

P

,F,

map scale factor for stereographic projection
rate of non-adiabatic
heating
,FY rate of momentum changes dueto Reynolds
stress inthe X - and Y-directions
rate of temperature
change
lateral
due
to
subgrid-scale diffusion
of
heat
constant
gas
of air
specific heat of air a t constant pressure
radius of earth
angdar velocity of earth
, YFY
rate of momentum changes in the X- and YP,
directions due to vertical diffusion

A is the grid length;
a
ko is
unity
of order
and
constant
Karman
analogous
the
to
paper.
be
this
0.4 in
to
mixing is
v~ -1

x'p,

5
p,
R
CP

a
tl

F
P*

Y X

non-dimensional parameter
is
The frictional force due

avr

g

"
"

aVr

P* aQ

P* P

where p and g are the densityof air and theacceleration of
gravity respectively. Based upon the mixing length
hypothesis applied totheboundarylayer,theupward
flux of momentum is computed by using
(2B12)

and

Kv=121~l

B. SUBGRID-SCALE MIXING

The momentum change due to the Reynolds stress and
thetemperature
change
due
to
subgrid-scale mixing
may be separated intotwo parts, i.e.,

(2B13)

where I is the mixing length. As Rossby and Montgomery
[32] suggested, we assumed the following simple law for
the vertical variation of I :

z=k,(h+Zo)"

of
where subscripts H and V denotethecontribution
horizontal diffusion and vertical mixing, respectively.
According to Smagorinsky [37], thenon-linear lateral diffusion
may be formulated on the basis of Heisenberg's similarity
hypothesis. If we ignore thedensityvariation
on the
constant Q-coordinate surface, we may take the viscous
force due tolateralstressandthetemperaturechange
due to lateral diffusion to be

(2B 11)

1=0

H"Z
H--h
H<Z

h<Z<H

(2B15)
(2B16)

where the roughness parameter Zo=l cm. According to
Rossby and Montgomery [33], the thickness of the logarithmic boundary layer, h, is 50 to 100 m. In this experiment h=75 m. and H=2.5 km.
The upward flux of momentum v~ and heat ,H at the

where
LIT="-

d ( m U )d ( m V )
bX
bY

b(mV) b(mU)
Ds=------

ax

+ b Y

(2B6)

(2B7)

and T* is thetemperature of theearth's surface. Since
the
height
of the lowest level of our
model
is designed to
be 75 m., these fluxes are a function of the velocity and the
temperahre of this level. I n order to incorporate the
effect of free convection, a very largevalue of CDis adopted
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for the computation of vertical heat flux, ( V H ) Q = I , when
the stratification is unstable. The large coefficient
preventsthe large temperaturegradient at theearth's
surface which otherwise appears in lower latitudes.

of the lapse rate to a critical value was made whenever
the lapse rate exceeded that value, with the requirement
that the total potential energy be unaltered. Implicitly,
it is assumed that the kinetic energy of moist convective
eddies produced asaresult
of theoverturning of air
C. B O U N D A R Y C O N D I T I O N S
The
isdissipated intoheatas
soon as it isproduced.
(1) Lateral Boundary Conditions.-At the Jateral bound- moist-adiabatic
lapse
rate, which isdependentupon
ary,an insulated free-slip wall is assumed to exist. In the ambienttemperature of the air,isadoptedas
the
other words, the exchange of momentum and heat with critical lapse rate for theadjustment.
It mustbe emthe equatorial boundary is zero and
phasized that, in the present model, the effect of lateral
transport of latent energy is completely neglected. Refer
V,=O,
(2C1) to reference [18] in which this effect is incorporated by
making tho mixing ratio of water vapor an independent
where V, is the component, of the wind normal to the wall.
variable of the model.
(2) Vertical Boundary Conditions.-At the top and botE. R A D I A T I V E T R A N S F E R
tom of the atmosphere, the vertical &-velocity is zero, i.e.,
The temperaturechangeduetoradiativetmnsferis
Q=O at Q = O , 1
(2C2)
of the verticaldistribution of
computedasafunction
atmospheric
absorbers
as
well as of temperature. The
Also, a t thetop of the atmosphere, the vertical flux of
atmospheric
absorbers
which
are taken into consideration
momentum due to subgrid-scale mixing is zero, i.e.,
are water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, and clouds. For
(Vr)Q=O=O
(2C3) simplicity of computation, low resolution measurements
This conditionisautomatically
satisfied by applying of band absorptivity are used instead of the line intensity
data. The details of the computation scheme have been
equation (2 B 16).
described
previously by Manabe
and
Strickler
[17].
The specification of v7 and vH a t the earth's surface
Hence
only
a
brief
outline
of
the
computation
method
(Q=l) has already been done in section B.
is given here.
(3) Boundary Condition f o r Radiative
Transfer.-At
Inthe
thermodynamicalequation,
theheat
source
thetop
of the atmosphere, the downward long-wave
6
may
be
separated
into
three
parts,
i.e.
:
term
radiation is assumed to be zero, anda solar constant
of 2 ly./min. is adopted.
G=GtR+GSR+&
At the bottom of the atmosphere, the temperature of
the earth's surface, T, , is determined such that it satisfies where GsR and GLR are the heating due to the absorption
of solar radiation and of long-wave radiation, respectively;
the requirement of the heat balance at the earth's surto condensation. (Inthis
and Gc is theheatingdue
of the earth
face. If we assume that the heat capacity
study we do not incorporate the effect of gc explicitly.
is zero, the balance equation of heat is
Instead, we adopted the simple process of moist-convec~*+(DLR)*=uT$+(VH)Q=~
(2C4) tiveadjustment
which was described in section 2D.)
GLR
is
computed
by
use of the following equation:
where S* and (DLR)* arethenet
downward solar insolation a.nd the downward long-wave radiation at
u is the Stefantheearth'ssurface,respectively,and
of this equation yields
Boltzman constant. The solution
at the where FQ is the net upward flux of long-wttve radia.tion
a T* which satisfies theheatbalancecondition
earth's
surface.
Since we have
eliminated
the daily at level Q and is obtainable as a function of the vertical
iSRis repvariation of temperature from our model by adopting distribution of absorbersandtemperature.
the effective mean zenith angle of the sun, theassumption resented bv:
of no downward conduction into the soil may not produce
any serious difficulties.
D. M O I S T C O N V E C T I V E A D J U S T M E N T

As explained in the introduction, we avoided the explicit incorporation of the condensation process for the
sake of simplicity of the model. Acompletelack
of
the condensation process, however, would make the
atmospheric staticstability too unrealistically unstable
to compare the results of the experiment with geophysical
data. In order to simulate the stabilizing effect of moist
convection as simply as possible, a convective adjustment

where SQ is the downward insolation a t level Q, and
RSQis the reflected upward solar radia.tion at the same
level. In order to avoid the complication intheheat
balance of the earth's surface due to the daily variation
of solar insolation, it was assumed that the zenith angle
of thesun is constantwith time. The effective mean
cosine of the zenith angle < is computed by
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FIGURE
2Fl.-Map

of the grid points on which the computations
were performed showing one quarter of the stereographic projection plane of the Northern Hemisphere (N=20). The free-slip,
insulated
boundary
(Bndy.)
is located one-half-grid-point
distanceoutsidethe envelope (Env.) of thesouthernmost grid
points in the Northern Hemisphere, not including the four points
on the Equator (Eq.) at the intersections of the coordinate axes.

The absorptivities of gaseous absorbers under different
pressures, and the reflectivities as well as absorptivities
of high,middle,and low clouds adopted for this study
are described in the paper by Manabe and Stricklcr [17].
Refer to the same paper
for the climatological vertical
distributions of water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, and
clouds. All the aboveand the surfacealbedoare specified as a function of latitude only.

Notationsaremadeasto
predicted.

~

boundary never extends farther than 2" north at N = 2 0 .
Refer to figure 2F1 for a diagram of one quadrant of the
grid including this boundary.
The so-called "a-system" of Phillips [28] is used for the
verticalcoordinate; that is, data levels are defined as
being a t specified fractions of the surfacepressure P*
ratherthan
a t fixed pressures. Furthermore,contra.ry
to normalprocedurewiththis
a-system, the nine data
levels used in this model arenot evenly spaced with
respect to pressure but are arranged so as to give maximum resolution in pressure a t t.he extremes of the atmosphere, namely near the ground and in the stratosphere.
The fractionsused,denotedas
Q values, are defined as
&k=d(3-2akk)

(2F1)

where
2k-1
18

- (k=l, 2,

F. COMPUTATIONALSPACEMESH

The hydrodynamical equations of the general circulation model are solved for a rectangular grid on a stereographicmap
projection of theNorthern
Hemisphere,
tangenttotheearthatthenorth
pole. The positive
X-axis of the Cartesian grid is directed along the Greenwich
meridian. The number of points between the north pole
N , is all theadditional informat'ion
andtheequator,
required to specify the grid uniquely. I n the experiment
reported on here we have taken N = 2 0 which corresponds
to an earthdistance between grid points of about 320 km.
a t the equator, 540 km. a t 45", and 640 km. a t the pole.
In order to restrict this study to the Northern
Hemisphere an insulated, free-slip boundary is constructed just
one-half-grid-point distanceoutside the envelope of the
southernmost grid pointsinthe hemisphere. Anexception is made a t the coordinate axes where the boundary
is one-half grid point inside the hemisphere. This

of~ Q levels
and
theirmapproximate
heights.
o
~
~
~
~
where the model variables are

*

., 9)

(2F2)

The pressure a t a given data level k is given by:
pk=p,

Values of
values in
Q values
values of

*

Qk

Qlc and Agk are listedinTable
2F. The bk
this tableare computed as the difference between
a t half levels centered on full levels. The
Q a t half levels arecomputed from u values
TABLE2F.-Q
Level

U

1

1/18
3/18
5/18
7/18
9/18
11/18
13/18

levels used in model

Q

AI2

~~-~
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9

3;:

0.034284
0.008916
.091907
.074074
.133059
.188615
,157750
.336077
165980
.5"0
.157750
.663923
.El11385
.133059
.925926 .091807
.034284
.991084

.
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hallway between the (r values corresponding to full
levels.
A diagram of these Q levels and theirapproximate
heights is shown in figure 2F2. The horizontal component of the wind, temperature, and w are predicted on
full levels whereas is computed on half levels. Surface
pressure and temperature are forecast on level 9)h where
Q=l.O.

0

3. INITIAL
CONDITIONSANDTIMEINTEGRATION
The initial condition adopted for the time integration
is aresting isot-hermal atmosphere at 289OE. In order
to save computation time, the integration from 0 days to
78 days was periormed by use of a coarse gridsystem
(N=10);further integrations were thencontinued
by
use of the h e r grid system (N=20). Refinement of the
grid was performed by linearly interpolatingwind velocity,
temperature,and pressure. During the initial period of
investigation,aHadley
regime emerges. A circumpolar
westerly vortex develops in the upper part of the atmosphere and aneasterlyvortexappearsnear
the earth's
surface, while a single cell meridional circulation predominates.At
78 days of theN=10
calculation the
meridional temperature gradient of 45OC. does not yield
baroclinic instability because the horizontal resolution
is inadequate.
However,
about eight days
after
the
refinement to N=20 (a total lapse time of 86 days), waves
start to develop in the surface pressure pattern, indicating
the beginning of baroclinic instability. In the following
two weeks, westerly waves are formed andthe polar
High penetrates into low latitudes of the subtropics at
various longitudes and forms several subtropicalHighs.
Meanwhile, the westerly flow extends tothe
earth's
surfacein middle latitudesand the single Hadley cell
evolves into a three-cell meridional circulation.
The evolution from an isothermal atmosphere into the
t o the
stratosphere-tropospheresystemisverysimilar
results of the time integration preformed by Manabe and
Strickler [17] without the effect of large-scale motion.
Refer to figure 1. of their paper for further details of this
evolution. Usually, it takes 200 days before a state close
to thermalequilibrium is reached. However, t,he cloud
distribution of the model was changed at 176 days of our
time integration in order Go bring it to closer correspondence to the real atmosphere. It was therefore necessary
to continue the computation to 300 days by which time
statistical equilibrium waswell established.Figure
3.1
shows the timeseries of the hemispheric mean temperature
for the period from 175 to 300 days. The 70-day period
of231-300
days was adopted for ourdetailed analysis.
Based upon the time series of temperature shown in
figure 3.1, it may be concluded that we reached a state
close enough to the state of thermal equilibrium before
the beginning of this period.
I n order to evaluate the degree of convergence toward
t.he state of quasi-equilibrium, the hemispheric massweighted integrals of various
quantities
other
than
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FIGURE
3.1.-Time

variation of hemispheric mean temperature for
the period of 175-300 days.
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FIGURE3.2.-1n the upper part of the figure, the solid line shows
the time variation of the hemispheric.mean of kinetic energy for
the period of 231-300 days, and the long-dashed and short-dashed
lines show thetimevariation of the hemispheric mean of conversion and of dissipation,respectively. In the middle part of
the figure, the time variation of total available potential energy
and gross staticstability are shown by solid and dashed lines
of generation (source) and conversion of
respectively.Therate
availablepotential energy are also shown by solid and dashed
lines respectively. In the lower part of the figure, the solid line
and long-dashed line show the time series of the hemispheric
mean of absolute angular momentum and of relative angular
momentum for the period of 231-300 days,respectively.The
short-dashed line showsthetimevariation
of the hemispheric
mean of surface torque.

temperature were also obtained for each time step in the
integration. It turnedout that theseintegrals are very
useful as indicators of the consistency of the model.
The upper part of figure 3.2 shows the time variation of
kinetic energy, that of conversion frompotentialto
kinetic energy, and that of dissipation of kinetic energy
for the 70-day period chosen for our analysis. Since
the magnitude of the conversion term varies violently
with time in the model, the variation with period shorter
than 1 day is removed by arunningmean.Note
the
variation of kinetic energy is consistent with the difference
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TABLE3.2.-Hemispheric

budgel of available potential energy for
231 -300-day period

Mean conversionof potential energy._____...........___-----..-..2901 erg cm.-z sec."
Mean net generationof available potential energy.._____.........__
3003erg cm.-2sec.-l
2939 erg cm.-2 sec.-l
Mean dissipation of kinetic energy.................................
Mean conversionof available potential energy_.._____....._____..
2901 erg cm.-$sec.-1
Mean rate of change of kinetic energy________........._._------....
4 erg cm.-2 sec.-l
114 erg cm.4 see.-'
Mean rate of change of available potential energy_...______......___

TABLE3.3.-Hemispheric

budget of absolute angularmomentum for

between the dissipation and conversion. Also,wecom2S1-300-day period
puted the budget of kinetic energy for this 70-day period
Mean surface torque..._..______._.....________
0.057X108 dyne/cm.
by performing thetimeintegration
of conversion and Mean
change of absolute angular momentum_.........__________
0.0056X108 dynelcm.
dissipation. Table 3.1 shows the result.Theseresults
suggest that the hemispherical integral of the contribution of theinertialtermsalmost
vanishes as it should
for the case specified otherwise. Data were stored once
despite the truncation error of our time integration.
a day and averaged.
In the middle part of figure 3.2, the time variation of
Since on the stereographic projection adopted for our
available potential energy as defined by equation (AID), time integration few grid points lie on common latitude
of the net generationand of conversion as defined by circles, it was necessary to perform a linear interpolation
equations(AII11)and(AII10)are
shown. According to to obtain the zonal mean of any quantity at a given latithis figure, the rateof net generation of available potential tude. In order to avoid the error produced by interpolaenergy varies little with time partly because cloudiness is tion, the zonal meanof product terms suchas the transport
independent of tune in the present model. Again, the of angular momentum, heat, and kinetic energy,
which are
difference between conversion and net generation approxi- discussed in the following sections, were computed by the
mately corresponds to the variation of available potential processes described below.
energy which is out of phase with that of kinetic energy
(1) Compute the product terms using the same finite(and gross static stability). Table 3.2 shows the budget difference method as was adopted for the time integration
of availablepotentialenergyduring
the 70-day period. of the model.
These results suggest that, in our finite-difference system,
(2) Obtain the average value of the products thuscomthe budget of avadable potential energy isconsistently
puted for each of a number of narrow latitude belts.
maintained.
A. ZONAL MEAN TEMPERATURE
I n the lower part of figure 3.2 the time variation of the
hemispheric integral of absolute angular momentum and
In figure 4A1, zonalmeantemperaturesobtained
at
that of surface torque are shown. Again, we notice that threelatitudes from the numericalintegration of our
there is a rather good correspondence between the change model are shown on an adiabatic diagram together with
of absolute angular momentum and surface torque, though the observed annual meantemperatures.
According to
the correspondence is not as good as in the case of the this comparison, the general features of the stratospherebudget of kinetic
energy.
The
budget
of absolute troposphere system are simulated very well by our general
angular momentum for this 70-day period is tabulated in circulation model. The pole-to-equatorialdifference of
table 3.3.
the height of the tropopause in the model is about 7 km.
This result suggests that there is a fictitious source of which issomewhat smaller than, but not far from, the
angularmomentum in our model. If onecompares its observed difference of about 10 km. In the numerical
magnitudewith thelatitudinaldistribution
of surface integration, a stable layer appears
at high latitudes because
torque shown in figure 6A2, one finds that the relative of the stabilizing effect of baroclinic waves, northward
magnitude of this fictitious sourceis practically negligible. advection of heat by the large-scale eddies, and the large
The mean value for the area of negative torque is about albedo of the polar cap. Recently, Manabe and Strickler
3.5X1O8 dyne/cm., whereas themagnitude of fictitious [17] computed the vertical distribution of the temperature
torque is 5 X loe dyne/cm. Therefore, we shall disregard of theatmosphereinthermal
equilibriumforvarious
this discrepancy in further discussions.
albedos of the earth's surface. (Refer to fig. 11 of that
paper.)Although
they performed the computation for
the case of large albedo, the temperature inversion on the
earth'ssurfacedid
notappear.Theseresultssuggest
4. STATE OF QUASI-EQUILIBRIUM
that not only the large surface albedo but also the effect
I n this section,detaileddescriptions
of thestate of of large-scale motion, particularly that of the horizontal
quasi-equilibrium obtained from the time integration are advection of heat by thelarge-scale eddies, is indispensable
made. Aswe mentioned in the previous section, the 70- for the maintenance of the polar inversion. Though the
day period of231-300 days was chosen for this analysis. stable layer of the polar region, which is obtained in the
Figures and numerical results which are discussed in this present computation, is in qualitative agreement with the
and following sections were obtained for this period except observed features, its static stability is less than that of
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FIGURE
4Al.-The

vertical distributions of zonal mean temperature
obtained from our computation for various latitudes and that of
theactualatmosphereare
shown on the left- and right-hand
sides of the figure, respectively.Light
solid linemarked S-A
indicates the ICAO standard atmosphere.

the actual atmosphere. Further study is desirable before
we can decide on the exact cause of this discrepancy.
Figure 4A2 shows the latitude-heightdistribution
of
zonal mean temperature obtained from our model comparedwith that of theactual atmosphere. I n general,
the similarity between the two distributions is remarkable, FIGURE
4A2.-The
latitude-height distribution of the zonal mean
particularlynearthe
earth'ssurface andinthe
upper
temperatureobtained from ourcomputation and that of the
actual atmosphere areshown in the upper and lower parts of the
stratosphere. I n our model, the pole-to-equatorial temfigure, respectively. The observeddistribution is basedon the
perature difference is about 42" C. at the earth's surface
results obtained by Peixoto [26] for the troposphere and by Oort
and coincides well with the observed difference. How[24] and Kochanski [lo] for the stratosphere. The tropopause is
ever, in the uppertroposphere of middle latitudes, the
indicated by a heavy line broken in middle latitudes.
latitudinal gradient of the temperature of our model is
much larger than observed, and this is one of the major
discrepancies between our model and the actual atmosphere. Tn the lower stratosphere of the model, the temperature obtainedfor January decreases monotonica.lly
temperature increases by about 14" C. from the equator with increasing latitude. Therefore, the decrease of
t o middle latitudes, but decreases againwitha further tropopause height with increasing latitude is significantly
increase of latitude with the result that the net
increase of less thanthat obtained from the present study.The
temperature fromequator to pole is only 5" C. It is improvement accomplished by the present study is due
encouraging, however, that we get significant latitudinal to the incorporation of the effect of large-scale motion.
increase of temperatureinthe lower latitudes. At the Refer tosection 5 (Heat Balance) for the discussion of this
top model level in the upper stratosphere (PIP*=0.009), effect.
B. MEAN FLOW FIELD
the decrease of temperature from equator to pole is about
28' C.which is close to the observed decrease of annual
In figure 4B1, the zonal mean of zonal current obtained
mean temperature (24" C.). In general, thethermal
from the present computation is compared m t h t h a t of
structure of our model atmosphere looks very similar to the actual atmosphere.
The data obtained by Buch [4],
that of the observed winteratmosphere in spite of the andOort
1241 are used for determinmg the observed
fact that the annualmean solar insolation was given.
annualmean.The
distributions for Januaryand July
In theirstudy o f . thermalequilibrium, Manabeand
are taken from the results obtained by Kochanski [lo] for
Strickler [17] obtained the state of the radiative equilib- 80" W. longitude. According tothis
comparison, the
rium of the stratosphere overlying the troposphere with latitude of maximum west wind in the upper troposphere
arealisticdistribution of temperature.(Refer to fig. 13 of the model coincides well with the observation. The
of their paper.) According to this figure, the equilibrium intensity of the jet, however, is much stronger than the
temperature of thestratosphere increases slightlywith
observed annualmean.Bythethermal
wind relationincreasing latitude for a July case, but the equilibrium ship, this result is consistent with the excessive latitudinal
792-517 %GB-2
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FIGURE
4Bl.-In

the upper left, the zonal mean of the zonal current of the model atmosphere obtained from our computation is shown
In the lower left, the annual mean of the observed wind obtained by Buch [4] and Oort [24] is shown. The intensity of the zonal
current at 80" W. obtained by Kochanski 1101 for both January and July is shown in the upper right and lower right, respectively.

(Units: m./sec.)

gradient of temperature in the upper troposphere of the
model atmosphere which was pointed out in the previous
theresults obsection. A similartendencyappearsin
tained by Smagorinsky [37] and Phillips [27]. One of the
reasons may be the absence of a hydrologic cycle in the
model. We shall discuss this possibility in a companion
paper [ 181.
Another possibility is that the observed annual mean is
derived from an atmosphere subjected to the annual variation of solar radiation including a polar night.
On the
other hand, our calculations represent the response to the
annual mean solar radiation. There may be a fundamental
fallacy in comparing these two. It is noteworthy that the
maximum intensity of the annual mean zonal current is
much less than the average of the maximum intensity at
80' W. in July and in January. In general, the computed
distribution is close to the observed distribution in January though the tilt of the axis of the maximum westerlies
inthestratosphere is much less than observed. In the

tropicalupperstratosphere
of the model atmosphere,a
weak easterly current appears. Its intensity, however, is
much weaker than the observed intensity which prevails
in tropicallatitudes.Referto
figure 4C2 for the longitudinal distribution of these easterlies.
Next, we shall examine the structure of the mean meridional circulation, since it plays a major role in the general
circulation of the atmosphere. I n figure 4B2, are shown
the zonal mean of the meridonal wind component and that
of the vertical wind component obtained from our model.
According to this figure, a three-cell circulation appears in
the troposphere. In thestratosphere,the
circulation
tends toward two cells with increasing altitude; that is,
the direct polar cell is squeezed out by a poleward expansion of the equatorial Hadley cell. Accordingly, the axis
of maximum meridional velocity tiltsnorthwardinthe
[19] computed the disstratosphere.MintzandLang
tribution of the meridional component of the wind for the
troposphere based upon an angularmomentumbalance
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meridional component of the wind (m./sec.)
obtained fromtherequirement
of momentumbalance
of the
actual atmosphere. Thedistributioninthestratosphere
(30mb., 50-mb.) and 100-mb. level) was obtained by Teweles [41]
and that in the troposphere was obtained by Mintz and Lang
~91.
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angular momentumdue
tothe meridional circulation.
Further study of observational data is necessary for a
more definitive evaluation of the simulatedmeridional
circulation.
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C. SYNOPTICMANtFESTATlONS
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Figure 4C1 displays an example of the synoptic distribution of temperature, pressure, and wind in our model
atmosphere. I n this figure the synopticdistributions of
the geopotential lines and isotherms are shown by solid
and dashed lines respectively, and the areas of southerly
flow are shaded. These shaded areas or the geopotential
gradient a t these levels remind us of theactualsituaAccording to
requirement. More recently,
Teweles [41] applied a very tion which prevails duringthewinter.
one example of the calculated
similar technique to the stratosphere. Figure 4B3
shows figure 4C2,whichshows
the combined results. The axis of the maximum merid- synopticdistribution of the zonal wind component a t
ional component of the wind also tilts northward in the Pip, =0.009, a very strongzonal wind develops in middle
of easterly wind
stratosphere, however the degree of tilt is somewhat larger latitudes. On the otherhand,patches
in the actual atmosphere than computedinour model. appear a t low latitudes. According to figure 4B1, the
(Refer also to the distribution of vertical motion obtained calculated zonal mean easterly wind is much weaker than
observed. It is encouraging, however, that some easterly
by Miyakoda [21] for winter.)
Another characteristic feature of our results is the nar- wind even appears in the simulated tropical stratosphere.
In figure 4c1, the maps of the tropospheric levels show
row belt of strong meridional wind component near the
earth'ssurface.A
somewhat similar belt is noticeable the same features as those observed in the actual atmosin the results of Mintz and Lang 1191. As the result of phere: for example, the tilt of the troughs with respect
this phenomenon, the meridional circulation cell ob- to themeridians and the lag of the thermal trough behind
of geopotentialheight.This
is obviously
tained by the model is highly eccentric. It is clear from thetrough
our study of the momentum balance insection 6, that the necessary for a correcttransfer of angularmomentum
andheat.
Accordfng to figure 4C3, the occlusion of
eccentricity of the meridional circulationdependsupon
the assumed distribution of the vertical mixing coefficient. isotherms into low centers develops at various places.
This is because the change in angular momentum in the Also at a low level a high pressure belt develops in the
Ekman boundary layer resulting from the surface torque subtropics as is found in the actual atmosphere. Figure
must mainly be compensated by the change of relative 4C4 shows the zonal mean of surfacepressure in our
FIGURE
4B2.-The

zonal mean of the verticalcomponent of the
wind (cm./sec.) and of the meridional component of the wind
(m./sec.) of the model atmosphere are shown in the upper and
lower parts of the figure, respectively.Positive
values are u p
ward and northward.
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each map, the solid and dashed lines show the contour heights of isobaric surfaces (every 100 m.) and isotherms (every
5' C.) on the 259th day, respectively. The areas of southerly flow are shaded.
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FIGURE4C2.-Distribution
of the intensity of zonal wind at the
first model level (P/P*=0.009) on
the 259th day. The contour
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99oL

FIGURE
4C4.-The
latitudinaldistribution of the zonalmean of
surfacepressure.
Computeddistribution is shownby a thick
solid line (scale onright),and
observed distributions for the
NorthernandSouthern
Hemispheres are shown bythin solid
and thin dashed lines, respectively (scale on the left).

Southern
Hemisphere.
Further improvement
in
the
similitude of the surfacepressure field maybe accomplished by considering global motions andadmitting
[20] successfully
land-sea
contrast.
Recently,
Mintz
simulated the distribution of the zonal mean of surface
pressure in both hemispheres by taking into consideration
the effect of the land-sea distribution.
The synoptic distributions of vertical motion are shown
in figure 4C5. Above the level of the tropopause, the
intensity of the verticalmotion decreases sharply with
increasing height. (Notethatthe contourintervalsare
not the same for all maps.) Some features of the largescale verticalmotion in the troposphere, however, are
identifiable in the stratosphere despite the strong damping.
D. HARMONICANALYSIS

FIQURE
4C3.-Surface isobars (every 5 mb.) and surface isotherms
(every 5' K.) on the 259th day are shown by solid and dashed
lines, respectively.

The latitude of the subtropical High and that
of the lowest zonal meanpressure coincide well with
observation. Themagnitude of latitudinalvariation of
pressure turned out t o be somewhere between the observed
value of theNorthern
Hemisphere andthat
of the
9 The mean surface pressure of the model atmosphere is about 28 mb. lower than observed beesuse the model has the same m a s of air as the actual atmosphere but it has

no mountains.

In figure 4D1 the energy spectra of the calculated and
observed meridional and zonal components are shown.
As indicated bythesynopticcharts,themeridional
component of the wind in our model atmosphere has a
maximum energy a t wave number 6 in the troposphere,
and this wave number of maximum energy decreases
As the
with increasing altitude in thestratosphere.
right-hand side of the figure indicates, the same wave
numbers prevail in the actual troposphere. In the troposphere the energy spectrum of the zonal component of the
has
relatively
large
wind of our model atmosphere
values at wave numbers from 1 to 4, whereas a sharp
maximum exists at wave number 1 in the actual atmosphere. This discrepancy is partly aresult of ignoring
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the effects of the land-seadistribution andthe effects
of mountains. If the flow circling around the pole has
someeccentricitydue
to the lack of uniformity of the
earth'ssurface, the eccentricity of the zonal current is
regarded as an eddy of wave number 1. It is interesting,
.however, thatthe energyspectrum of the meridional
component of wind is quite differentfrom that of the
zonal componentsof wind for both the actual atmosphere
and the model. In the model, the energy in low wave
numbers is probably transferred from that in higher wave
numbersbythe
non-linear interactionbetween waves.
In orderto examine the verticalvariation of wave
numbersfurther,thehemisphericmean
effective wave
number ;ii a t various altitudes is computed for the model
andfor the actual atmosphere. Z is defined as follows:

2

WAVE NUMBER +

FIGURE
4Dl.-Theverticaldistribution

of the energyspectra of
the zonal and meridional wind components are shown by solid
and dashed lines, respectively. The computed values are hemispheric means and the observed data are the average between
15' N. and 80" N. The numbers beside the computed distributions are PIP* ratios.

where E(n) is the energy spectrum. The spectra obtained
by Teweles [41] for the period from July 1957 to June 1958
are used forobtaining
ii for theactual
atmosphere.
Figure 4D2 shows the results. The Z of the meridional
wind component of the model is close to observation, the
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wavelengths of the zonal wind component and of the meridional
wind componentare shown bysolid and dashed lines, respectively.
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FIGURE4D2.-The
verticalvariation
of energy-weightedwave
and solid lines show the vertical
number E. Dotted,dashed,
distributions of the effective wave number 5i of the meridional
windcomponent(hemisphericmean),
of the zonalwind component, and of the total windcomponent,respectively.
In the
lower part of the figure is shown the vertical variation of E computed from the results of the harmonic analysis of the observed
wind field, which was performed by Teweles
[41] for the period
July 1957 to June 1958. The domain of averagingrangesfrom
15" N. to 80" N.

difference being only f5 of a wave number. On the other
hand the ii of the zonal wind component of the model is
larger than that of the actual atmosphere by about one
wavenumber.
The general height dependence of Z,
however, is simulated very well. As we shall show later,
the kinetic energy of the stratosphere is maintained by
energy from the troposphere supplied mainly by the pressure interaction
term.
According Charney
to
and
Pedlosky [5], the damping of the pressure interaction
term with altitude is proportional to the stability of the
layer, to wave number,and to the degree of baroclinic
instability. Thus 'thetheoryisconsistentwith
the fact

that long waves predominate in thestratosphere.This
section on the
subject will be discussed furtherinthe
balance of kinetic energy.
For reference, thelatitudinalvariation
of the energy
spectra is shown in figure 4D3. For convenience in comparison, the spectrum isplotted versus wavelength instead of wave number. In high latitudes the eddy kinetic
energy of the actual atmosphere is much larger than that
of our model atmosphere. Again, this discrepancy may
partly be dueto the eccentricity of the circumpolar vortex
in the observed atmosphere. It is noteworthy that the
characteristic wavelength increases slightly with decreasing latitude for both the actualatmosphere and our model.
E. DISTRIBUTION OF KINETIC ENERGY

I n this section we shall examine thelatitude-height
distribution of eddykinetic energy. Figure 4E1 shows
of the hemispheric mean eddy
theverticaldistribution
kinetic energy of our model atmosphere. In the same
figure we aIso show values of the hemispheric mean eddy
by
kinetic energy for theactualatmosphereobtained
various authors. According to this comparison, the observed values are much larger than the calculated ones.
Although they may be somewhat overestimated because
of the geostrophic assumption, there must be other reasons
for this discrepancy. The level of the maximum eddy
kinetic energy lies at approximately 200 mb. in the model
atmosphere
and
coincides with that in
the
actual
atmosphere.
The latitude-height distribution of eddy kinetic energy
is shown in figure 4E2. The latitude of the maximum of
eddykinetic energy falls approximately a t 40" N. and
coincides with that of the maximum zonal velocity. I n
of eddykinetic
figure 4E3 thelatitudinaldistribution
energy a t the 500-mb. level obtained by Saltzman [35], is
compared withourresults.
I n high latitudestheeddy
kinetic energy of the actual atmosphere is much larger
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FIGURE
4El.-The vertical distribution of the hemispheric mean of
eddykineticenergyisshown
as a function of altitude.The
area mean of eddy kinetic energy obtained by Wiin-Nielsen [43],
Teweles [41], and Salteman [35] for the actual atmosphere arealso
plotted for the sake of comparison. The latitudinal ranges of the
area means for these studies [43, 41, and 351 are 16.75'-88.75" N.,
15'-80' N., and 15'-80" N., respectively.
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FIGURE
4E3.-The latitudinal distribution of eddy kinetic energy
at the 500-mb. level. The annual mean value obtained by Saltzman [351 for 1951 is also plotted for comparison.

DAYS

FIGURE
4E4.-1n the top of the figure the time variations of total
kinetic energy, of zonal kinetic energy, andof eddy kinetic energy
for the period of 231-300 daysare shownby
shortdashed,
dashed, and solid lines, respectively. (Units: joule/cm.Z) I n
the center, the time variation of latitudinal distributions of both
zonal andeddykinetic
energy are shown (units: joulelcm.2).
A t the bottom, the time variation of the vertical distribution of
eddykineticenergy
is shown. Theunitsare
10-3 joulecm.+
mb."
(Hemisphericmean).

than that of our model probably because of the irregularityandthe
eccentricity of the circumpolarvortex
caused by the kinematic and thermal asymmetries of the
lower boundary, i.e., land and sea.
The upper part of figure 4E4 shows the time variation
of the total kinetic energy, the zonal kinetic energy, and
the eddy kinetic energy. As expected, during the 70-day
period chosen for our extensive analysis, the variation of
zonal kinetic energy is mainly out of phase with that of
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FIGURE
4Fl.-The vertical distribution of total, zonal, and eddy available potential energy are shown in the left, center, and right side of
this figure, respectively. The corresponding distributions obtained by Wiin-Nielsen [43] forApril 1963 and the whole year of 1962
are also shown.

eddy kinetic energy. Since the variation of eddy kinetic
energy is much larger than thatof the zonal kinetic energy,
the time variation of the eddy kinetic energy and that of
the total kinetic energy arevery similar. Although the
magnitude of the kinetic energy varies with a period of
approximately two weeks as Smagorinsky [37] pointed out
in his earlier work, it is not possible to find a distinct
period. In the center of the figure, the time variation of
thelatitudinaldistribution
of zonal andeddykinetic
energy are shown. Thelatitude of maximum energy
changes with time. The range of fluctuation, which is
several degrees of latitude, is somewhat smaller than the
range observed in the actual atmosphere.
In the lower part of this figure, the time variation of
the vertical distribution of eddy kinetic energy is shown.
This result shows that the level of maximum eddy kinetic
energy hardly changes with time during this portion of
the numerical simulation.
F. DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLEPOTENTIALENERGY

According to Lorenz [15], simplified versions of the
total, the zonal, and the eddy available potential energy
may be defined as the mass integral of AT, A,, and A,
defined as follows:

where ( )" denotes the deviation of the temperature on
an isobaric surface from its hemispherical mean, and
702-517 0-63----3

1'

\=-K

P/

where e is the potential temperature
of ths air and Po,
denotes the base pressure, 1000 mb., and
a n d n denote the hemispheric mean and zonal mean respectively.
In figure 4F1, the vertical distributions of total, zonal,
andeddyavailablepotential
energy obtainedfromour
computationare shown togetherwiththosecomputed
from actual data by Wiin-Nielsen [43]. I n general, the
zonal available potential energy obtained from our model
is much larger than that of the actual atmosphere (annual
mean value). This largeavailablepotentialenergyis
consistent with the verylarge latitudinaltemperature
gradient of the upper troposphere which appeared in our
the
calculation (see section 4A). On theotherhand,
eddy available potential energy of our model atmosphere
is significantly smaller than that of the actual atmosphere
(annual mean value). This discrepancy may result partly
from the lack of mountains and of land and sea contrast.
In other words, the asymmetries of the lower boundary
create the eccentricity in the latitudinal gradient of temof the available poperatureandalterthepartitioning
tential energy infavor of theeddypotentialenergy.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the energy components is
sensitive tothe horizontal resolution of the model and
themagnitude
of the subgrid-scale mixing coefficient.
One must also expect that the eddy amplitudes will depend on whether or not heat may be transferred in latent
as well as sensible form.
The level of maximum zonal available potential energy
lies at about the 350-mb. level, which is .somewhat higher
thaninthe
realatmosphere (400 mb.). Again, this is
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consistent with the model error in the latitudinal temperature gradient. The maximum eddyavailablepotential
energy lies a t approximately 400 mb., which is reasonably
close to the pressure of the observed maximum.
5. HEAT BALANCE

The study of heat balance of the atmosphere has been
performed by many authors (e.g. Houghton [7], London
[14], Ohring [23], Manabe and Moller [16], and Davis [SI).
In this section, detailed investigation of the heat balance
of the model atmosphere is made and compared withthat
of the actual atmosphere.Baseduponthis
comparison,
the causes of the coincidences or discrepancies of the
variousfeatures of thethermalstructure
of the model
atmosphere with the observed features are discussed.
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A. HEMISPHERIC MEAN OF HEATBALANCECOMPONENTS

The hemispheiic means of various heat balance components at the top and bottomof the model atmosphere are
compared in table 5A with those obt.ained by London [14]
fortheactual
atmosphere. The coincidence between
them is encouraging and is thenatural consequence of
the successful simulation of thetemperature field as a
whole. Note that all the net radiation received by the
earth'ssurfaceistransferred
to the atmosphere inthe
form of sensible heat because of the lack of evaporation. FIGURE5Bl.-The
TABLE5A.--Haispheric

mean of heat balance components (units
are 1y.lmin.)

I

Top ofthe atmosphere-..".

-I I

1

1

Model
Actual
atmosphere
atmosphere

I

-0.324
-0.329
Net solar radiation______....
Net long-wave radiation.---Net solar
radiation

.329

-.

._______..
232

.324

upperhalf of the figure showscurves of the
latitudinal
distribution
of net upward long-wave
radiation
(NLR)T and that of net downward solarradiation (NSR)T at
the top of the atmosphere. The lowerhalf of the figure shows
the latitudinal distribution of the net upward long-wave radiation ( N L R ) E ~of
, net upward solar radiation (NSR)m, and of
the upward turbulent flow of heat (SHFX)E~at the earth's
surface.The corresponding quantitiesobtainedby London [14]
areplotted in the same figure as stars,dots,andtriangles
for
comparison.

-. 237

_____

Net long-wave radiation
Earth's surface___..____.._.

the latitudinal gradient of temperature obtained from our
model issignificantly larger than the annual
mean gradient
of the actual atmosphere and this is responsible for the
B. LATITUDINALDISTRIBUTION OF HEATBALANCE
present discrepancy.
COMPONENTS
In the lower part of figure 5B2, the northward eddy
Thelatitudinaldistribution
of net upwardradiative
flux of heat obtained from our model is shown together
fluxes a t the topof the atmosphere and those of net upward withthoseobtained
byStarrandWhite
[39] for the
radiative fluxes and turbulent energy fluxes a t the earth's annual mean and Peixoto [26] for winter. According to
surface are shown in figure 5B 1. For the sake of compari- this comparison, the computed eddy flux is significantly
son, the corresponding quantities obtained by London [14] larger than observed. Thisresult does not necessarily
for the actual atmosphere are plotted in the same figure. contradict the results shown in the upper part of this
The general agreement between the netfluxes of our model figure. Since the effect of the northwardtransport of
and those of the actual atmosphere is very good. In figure latent energy is not incorporated in this model, it may be
5B2, thenorthward
flux of energy expected from the reasonable to have a largeeddyflux
of sensible heat
radiative imbalance of the earth-atmospheresystem is despite the relativelysmall energy fluxrequired from
shown together with thenorthward fluxes obtained by radiative imbalance.This
will be discussed further in
Houghton [7] and London. According to this figure, the a companion paper [lb] on general circulation simulations
total northward transport of energy of our model turned with a simple hydrologic cycle.
out to be somewhat smaller than the annual mean flux
Thelatitudinaldistributions
of variousheatbalance
obtained by either Houghton [7] or London [14] mainly components in the atmosphere are plotted in figure 5B3.
because of the slight difference in the latitudinal gradient In general, theheating effect of convection from the
of net outgoing radiation. As we described in section 4A, earth's surface is mostly compensated for by the cooling

_______ I

Turbulent energy flux

~________

~

.lM

I
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~~
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effect of radiation. The remainingimbalance is taken
up by the effect of large-scale motions. In the Tropics,
the cooling resulting from the meridional circulation plays
an important role; in the middle latitudes theeffect of the
meridional circulation and that of the eddies more or less
compensateeach
other;and
in higher latitudes the
heating produced bythe convergence of eddy flux of
sensible heat predominates. Accordingly, the net effect
of the large-scale motion is cooling at low latitudes and
heating at highlatitudes.Note
thatthe temperature
change caused by the meridional circulation and by the
eddies involves the effect of adiabaticheatingas
well
as that of the convergence of sensible heattransport.
The subgrid-scale transport of sensible heat plays a minor
role in the heat budget.

A
A

HOUGKTON

and

A

C. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT BALANCE COMPONENTS

I n figure 5C1 are shown the calculated vertical distributions of the hemispheric mean values of various heat
balance
components.
According to
this
figure, the
stratosphere as a whole is in almost complete radiative
equilibrium while in the troposphere the hemispheric
mean temperature ismaintained as the balance among
convective heating, radiative cooling, and the somewhat
smaller effect of large-scale motions. I n figure 5C2, the
FIGURE5B2.-1n the upper partof the figure, the northward flux of vertical distributions of heat flux resulting from the
the total energy expected from radiative imbalanceis shown by a meridional circulation and large-scale e d d F are shown
dashed line. Also, the flux obtainedbyHoughton [7] and that
together with the temperature change caused by adiabatic
computedfrom the results of London [14] for theactualatmosphere areplotted.Inthe
lower part of the figure, the expansion and divergence of heat flux. As one might
of baroclinic instability, the
northward flux of heat due to large-scale eddies and that due to expect from thetheory
subgrid-scalediffusion are shown by solid anddotted
lines, large-scale eddies transportheat
upward except in the
respectively. The northward flux of heatdueto
large-scale strat,osphereandtend
to stabilize thestaticstability
eddiesin theactualatmosphere
for winter(Peixoto [26]) and
of the troposphere and counteract the net effect of radithe annual mean (Starr and White [39]) are also plotted.
ation and convection. The hemispheric meantemperature change caused bythe
meridional circulation is
relatively small.
\
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FIGURE
5B3.-The latitudinal distribution of temperature change
due to convection,
radiation,
meridional
circulation
(M.C.),
large-scale eddies (EDDY), and horizontal subgrid-scale mixing
(H.D.) are shown.
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FIGURE5Cl.-Thesimulatedverticaldistribution
spheric
mean
of thetemperaturechangedue
convection, and large-scalemotion(advection
heating) are shown.
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the left side of the figure are shown the vertical
distributions of the rate of net temperature change (on the constant &-surfaces) due to adiabaticexpansion and divergence of
heat flux by the meridional circulation (M.C.) and by large-scale
eddies (EDDY). On the rightside, the verticaldistributions
of heat flux on constant &-surfaces due to meridional circulation
(M.C.), large-scale eddies (EDDY), and to both (NET FLUX)
are shown. Units: joules crn.-2 day,-] rightside.
Upwardflux
is positive.

D.LATITUDE-HEIGHTDISTRIBUTION OF HEATBALANCE
COMPONENTS
\
7
I
Figure5D1 shows thelatitude-heightdistribution of
net
temperature
change caused by radiation. Comparingthisresultwiththe
corresponding distribution
obtained by London [14] for the actual atmosphere, one
can find many common features, i.e., .the rapid decrease
with increasing altitude of radiative cooling of the upper
troposphere, the relativelylarge cooling in the tropical
troposphere, and the strongcooling in the low cloud layer.
This strong cooling due to the existence of low cloud is
somewhat exaggerated in our calculation since we assumed
-,
the low clouds to be too thin. In the stratosphere weak
heating occurs a t low latitudesand cooling at higher
latitudes. Similar features appeared in the heat balance
computations performed by Ohring [23], Manabeand
Moller [16], Davis [6], and Kenn-edy [9] for theactual
atmosphere. Therate of cooling inhigh latitudes for
the computedstratosphereismuchsmallerthan
that
obtainedinany of thesestudies.
The failure to get . a
sufficiently warmstratosphere
in higher latitudes (see
LATITUDE
section 4A) is the major reason for this discrepancy. (The
cooling rate obtained by Ohring [23] and Davis [6] in the ' FIGURE
BDl.-Upper, middle, and lower parts of the figure give
higher latitude stratosphere is somewhat larger than that
the latitude-height distributions of calculated temperature change
(OC./day) due tothe netrate of radiation,the solar radiation
obtained by Manabe and Moller [16] or by Kennedy [9]
only,
and long-wave radiation only.
mainlybecause of theirassumption of a humid stratosphere in higher latitudes.)
In the middle and lower parts of figure 5D1 are shown is compensated for by thecooling caused by the long-wave
the latitude-height distribution of the rateof temperature radiation of carbon dioxide andwatervapor.Around
change due to solar radiation and that due to long-wave the level of the tropopause, both the effect of solar radlaradiation. In the top stratospheric level, heating resulting tion and that of long-wave radiation are small, and they
from theabsorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by ozone are in rather delicatebalance.
In the troposphere, the
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Manabe and Strickler [17] for the details of the vertical
distribution of the contributions of various gases.
The latitude-height distribution of the rate of temperature change due to conduction at the earth's surface and
moist convective adjustment is shown in figure 5D2. As
one would expect, the thickness of the moist convective
layer is deeper in the Tropics than in high latitudes. The
depth of this layer is about 12 km. in the Tropics and
e926
monotonically decreases with increasing latitude. In our
.991 g o o soo 70" 60" SO" 40" 3oo 20" 100 0"
UTITUDE
model, the moist convective adjustment is very active in
subtropics where the observed rainfall is at a minimum.
FIGURE
5D2.-The
latitude-heightdistribution of calculated net
temperature change (OC./day) due to conduction from the earth's
This unreasonable result is the direct consequence of the
surface and to themoist adiabatic adjustment.
adjustment process which disregards the effect of relative
humidity on the moistconvective process. We wil be
able to discuss this matter in more detail in the following
30
companion paper [18] on the general circulation model
with a hydrologic cycle.
So far we have examined the latitude-height distribution
4
of
temperature change due to radiation and convective
20 E
adjustment. Another importantfactor is the effect of
large-scale eddies. Figure 5D3 shows the latitude-height
c
=
= distribution of the northward transportof heat bothin our
model and in the actual atmosphere. In the real atmos10 =
phere, the area of the maximum transport of heat appears
in the lower and upper part of the mid-latitude troposphere, whereas our model has a maximum in the lower
troposphere but fails to have another maximum in
the
0
uppertroposphere.
Inthe tropicaltroposphere of our
*991 90" 70"
80"
60" 50" 40" 30" 20" 10" 0"
UnTUOE
model atmosphere, extremely weak southward transport
appears. Recently Starr and Wallace [40]pointed out the
existence of a counter-gradient flux of heat in the tropical
troposphere. Since themagnitude of the negative flux
obtained from our computation is very small, this coincidence with observation may not besignificant.
The latitude-height distribution of the calculated vertical heat flux is shown in figure 5D4 together with that of
the actual atmosphere obtained by Jensen [8] for April.
According to this figure, the upward flux of heat predominates in thetroposphere except in the Tropics where a very
weak downward flux of heat appears. In the stratosphere
of our model atmosphere, the area of downward eddy heat
transport occupies most of the area. Similar features are
noticeable in the results of Jensen [8].
The neteffect of these eddy fluxes of heat (including the
effect of adiabatic heating or cooling caused by eddies)
upon the rate of temperature change is shown in figure
LATITUDE
5D5. In middle latitudes large-scale eddies make a significant contribution toward stabilizing the atmosphere. AcFIGURE5D3.-The upper part of the figure shows thelatitudeheight distribution of the calculated poleward eddy transport of
cording to our results,the height of maximum stabilization
heat on isobaricsurfaces.
In thc lower part of the figure the decreases with increasing latitude. In higher latitudes it
northward heat transport obtained
by Starr and White 1391 for
is very close to the earth's surface and contributes signifithe year 1950 is shown. Units are 1017 joule mb.-* day."
cantly to the maintenance of the inversion in the lower
cooling duetothe
long-wave radiation of watervapor
troposphere of high latitudes.Despitethisstabilizing
outweighs the heating dueto the solar radiation absorption effect, the calculated area of stable layer in high latitudes
by water vapor.
The net radiative cooling in the tropo- is much smaller than the observed area. The existence of
sphere is compensated for by convective heating originat- a relatively warm sea surface around
the polar cap may be
ing from theearth'ssurface.
Refer tothepaperby
partly responsible for the maintenance of the stronginverI
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FIGURE
5D5.-The

sion in the actual winter atmosphere. Further study on
this subject is desirable.
Next we shall examine the heat balance of the stratosphere. Figure 5D6 shows the latitudinal distribution of
therates of temperaturechangeduetovariousheat
balancecomponents at model level 2 (I'll'* =0.074) in
thestratosphere.
According tothis
figure, thedirect
meridional circulationin lower latitudescontributes to
the latitudinal increase of temperature there. The largescale eddies transport heat northward
(counter-gradient
in lower latitudes) and help maintain the high temperatures in higher latitudes. The net effect of the large-scale
eddies iscooling in the subtropics andheating in high
latitudes. The magnitude of this effect, however, is far
from sufficient to produce the observed temperature
reversal in the stratosphere because of the counteracting
effect of the polar cell. Thetemperature of this level
increases about 14' C. from the equator to middle latitudes, but decreases with increasing latitude in the higher
latitudes. Accordingly, thenet
increase of computed

temperature from equator to pole is only 5" C., which is
much smaller thanthe observed annual meanincrease
of 20" C. For comparison, theannualmean
rate of
radiative temperature change obtained
for the observed
distribution of temperature is shown bythetriangle
symbols in figure 5D6. The cooling rate inthe higher
latitudes is much larger for the actual atmosphere than
for the model atmosphere because of the higher observed
temperaturesin high latitudes. I n summary,thereis
some tendency toward a
latitudinal increase of temperature in the model's stratosphere, but further refinement
of the model is needed to simulate the full magnitude of
this property.

upperpart of the figuregives the latitudeheight distribution of the calculatedvertical eddy flux of heat
on isobaricsurfaces.
The lower part gives that obtained by
Jensen [8]for the actual atmospheric transient eddy component
for April. Units are joule cm.+ day.-1

latitude-height distributions of the rate of temperature change (OC./day) due to large-scale eddies and subgridscale mixing are shown in the upper andlower parts of the figure,
respectively.

6. ANGULAR MOMENTUM BALANCE
A. LATITUDINALDISTRIBUTION OF ANGULARMOMENTUM
BUDGET

The distributions of northwardtransport
of angular
momentum which are due to large-scale eddies, meridional
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the upperpart
of the figure, thelatitudinal
distributions of the rate of temperature change due to various
heatbalancecomponents
atthe
secondmodellevel
(k=2,
P/P*=0.074) are shown. The triangles show the annual mean
rate of radiative temperature change at this level computed for
the observed temperature distribution.
In the lower part of the
figure, the net temperature change due to large-scale eddies and
the meridional circulation is shown.

circulation, and subgrid-scale mixing are shown in figure
6A1 togetherwith
theeddytransport
of theactual
atmosphere obtainedby Starr and White
[39] and Buch [4].
According to this figure, the calculated latitude of maximum eddy transport is about
30" N. and coincides with
that of theactual atmosphere. Themagnitude of the
maximum eddy flux, however, is somewhatlarger than
that of the
actual
atmosphere.
The contribution of
subgrid-scale mixing turned out to be about % of that of
the large-scale eddies. Figure 6A2 ispresented to show
how the angularmomentumbalance
is maintained a t
each latitudebythe
above mechanisms. According to
this figure, the positive angularmomentum,
which is
supplied from the earth's surface in tropical latitudes and
in very high latitudes, is transported intomiddle latitudes
mainly bythe large-scale eddies, andtheaccumulated
momentum is returned to theearth'ssurfacethere.
In
middle latitudes, the westerly momentum is supplied by
by the
the convergence of absoluteangularmomentum
large-scale eddies, and in the subtropics it is supplied by
the meridional circulation.
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FIGURE6Al.-The

latitudinaldistribution
of northwardtransport of angularmomentumdue
to variouscomponents.
The
transports
due
to meridional
circulation,
large-scale
eddies,
horizontal subgrid-scale mixing are shown by dotted, solid, and
dashed lines, respectively. The annual meanvalues of momentum flux obtained by Starr and White[39] and those obtained by
Buch [4] are plotted by stars and squares, respectively.
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B. LATITUDE-HEIGHTDISTRIBUTION OF ANGULAR
MOMENTUM BUDGET

In figure 6B1 the latitude-heightdistribution of the
northward eddy transport of angular momentum obtained
from our model is compared with the observed transport
obtained by Buch [4] Oort [24]. According to this figure,
the height and latitude of the maximum northward eddy
transport coincide very well with those of the actual atmosphere. The negative eddy transport in high latitudes,

FIGURE
6A2.-The

rates of the change of angular momentum due
to meridionalcirculation,large-scaleeddies,subgrid-scale
diffusion, and surfacetorque are shown as functions of latitude.
Inthe lower part of this figure thedistribution of computed
surfacetorque
(solid line) is contrastedwith
theestimate of
surface torque by Priestley [31]for the actual atmosphere (coded
circles). The Priestley dataare
means for twohemispheres
averaged by seasons.
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upper part of the figure shows the calculated
latitude-heightdistribution of northwardtransport of angular
momentum due to large-scale eddies. The lower part shows the
corresponding distributionobtainedby
Buch [4] and 001%[24]
for the actual atmosphere.
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figure, respectively. Units are 1012 gm. cm.2 set.". mb." day- 1.
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belt of the meridional component of the wind sticks to the
earth's surface as figure 4B3 shows. I n other words, the
degree of eccentricity of the meridional circulation of the
atmosphere is mainly dominated by the thickness of the
boundarylayer or bythe specified distribution of the
vertical mixing coefficient near the earth's surface.

I

7. BUDGET OF KINETICENERGY

AND AVAILABLE
POTENTIALENERGY

The release of available potential energy in the troposphere
has been thesubject of many studies [42],[43],
i
+TORQUE
- TORQUE
+ TORQUE EQUATOR
[ll], [35]. According to Jensen [SI the maximum reFIGURE6B4.-Schematic representation of the flow of absolute lease takes place at about the 500-mb. level. It is very
angular momentum in the model atmosphere.
important to know how the energy, which is converted
from potential energy, is distributed in
the atmosphere.
In connection with this problem, the mechanism for mainwhich is obtained in our model, does not appear clearly in
taining the kinetic energy in the stratosphere hasreceived
these data for actual atmosphere. However, the results
a greatdeal of attention recently. (See, for example,
obtained by Obasi [22] for the Southern Hemisphere show
Barnes [2], Oort [24], Reed et al. [32], Miyakoda [21].)
significant negative transport at about 62' S.
According to these authors, the release of eddy potential
The latitude-heightdistribution
of vertical flux of
energy is negative and the kinetic energy of the stratoangularmomentum
by large-scale eddies is shown in
spheric motion is maintained against dissipation by action
thatthe angular
figure 6B2. It isinterestingtonote
from the troposphere. In this section we shall analyze the
momentumistransportedupward
in middle latitudes
budget of available potential energy and that of kinetic
where thejetstream
predominates. In other words,
it is transported against the gradient of momentum below energy in the model atmosphere in detailandcompare
them with those in the actual atmosphere whenever it is
the jet stream.
Since this flux decreases with increasing
possible. It is hoped that the present analysis is useful
altitude at the level of thejetstream,it
supplies the
for forming a coherent picture of the energy balance of
momentum to the zonal current. The relative magnitude
of thiscontribution is about 30 percent of that of the the atmosphere.
horizontal eddy transport.
A. ENERGYBALANCEFORTHEWHOLEATMOSPHERE
In figure 6B3 the latitude-heightdistributions of the
Before
becoming immersed in a detailed study of the
rate of the change of relativeangularmomentumdue
of the atmosphere, we constructed an energy
energetics
to the large-scale eddies, the meridional circulation, the
diagram
similar
to the four-box diagram constructed by
horizontal subgrid-scale mixing, and the vertical mixing
are shown. According to this figure, the absolute angular Phillips [27] and Smagorinsky [37]. Figure 7A1 shows
momentum created by surface torque inthe tropical region the comparison among the energy diagram for our result13
is transportedupward bythe directtropical
cell and t,hatobtained by Smagorinsky and Phillips, and that
compiled by Oort for the actual atmosphere.
According
supplies therelativeangularmomentumintheupper
is
general
qualitative
agreement
to
this
comparison
there
troposphere
near
the
equator.
This
relative
angular
momentum then is transported northward by the large- between the energy flow of the model atmosphereand
however, the
scale eddies. (Notethattheeddytransport
of angular that of theactualatmosphere.Thereare,
following
quantitative
discrepancies.
momentum is at a maximum in the upper troposphere.)
(1) The generation of available potential energy, and
This eddy northward flux of relative angular momentum
t'herefore
the conversion of potential energy into kinetic
converges in middle latitudes,counterbalances thesink
energy,
in
the model atmosphere is significantly larger
of relative angular mom'entum resulting from the indirect
than
that
obtained
by Oort [25] for the actual atmosphere.
meridionalcirculationin
middle latitudes,andthereby
This
discrepancy
results
from the absence of poleward
helps maintain
the
jet
stream.
Figure 6B4
gives
a
of
latent
heat,
of
condensation, and of the ocean
transport
schematic representation of the flow of absolute angular
heat
transport.
All
these
act to decrease the latitudinal
momentum described here.
temperature
gradient.
Although
the model of Phillips
Finally, w0 should comment on the dependence of our
does
not
incorporate
these
effects,
his
heating function is
results upon the vertical mixing coefficient adopted for our
to
partially
take
these
effects into
deliberately
modified
computation. As figure 6B3 shows, the change of angular
momentum attributed to vertical mixing is very large in
The available potential energy adopted for the construction of this energy diagram is
theplanetaryboundarylayerand
is compensated for linearized and is defmed by equation (4F1). This linearization is probably responsible
mainly by the change of relative angular momentum due
t o for the relativelypoor balance between the netgeneration and theconversion of the available potential energy because the non-linearized version, which is defined by equation
the meridional circulation. This is why the very narrow (AII8), maintains a very good balance as table 3.2 shows.
8
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the upper and middle parts
of the figure the energy diagramof the model
and thatcompiled by Oort[25] for the actual
atmosphereare shown. In the lower part
the energy diagram obtained by Smagorinsky [37] is compared with that obtained by
Phillips [27] (in parentheses in black boxes).
@ z and @ E are hemispheric meansof zonal
andeddyavailablepotential
energy,
and
E are hemispheric meansof zonal and
eddy kinetic energy, Q: denotes the change
of availablepotentialenergybyradiation
and convection, %denotes the destruction
of available potential energy by horizontal
subgrid-scalemixing, and F,RF, and vF
indicatethetotaldissipation,dissipation
by horizontal mixing, and that by vertical
mixingrespectively.
Theunit
of energy
transformation is 10-8 joule cm.+ mb.-l
day-' and that of energy itself is joule/cm.a
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account. Accordingly, themagnitude of the generation
of available potential energy of his model is somewhat
smaller than in our model atmosphere.
and @ E l @ Z are computed to be
(2) The ratios
much smaller thanthe observed values, althoughthey
are somewhat larger in our resultsthan in the earlier twolevel calculations (Smagorinsky [37]). One of the reasons
for this discrepancy may be the absence of surface asymmetries as discussed earlier.
(3) The transfer of eddykinetic
energy into zonal
kinetic energy in our model atmosphere is larger than
that estimated by Oort [25] fortheactualatmosphere,
though it is somewhat smaller than the energy transfer
obtained by either Phillips or Smagorinsky. This result
is consistent with the very strong jet stream whichwe
obtained in our computation. (See section 4B.)
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Using the continuity equation, we obtain

xE/xz

The equation for the rate of change of hemispheric mean
of K is

nH

where
denotes the hemispheric mean; a is the specific
on an isobaric
volume of air, 4 isgeopotentialheight
surface.
In equation (7B1) we shall refer to - V . V 4 and V - F
as the source term and the sink term
of kinetic energy
term
- Fbp"
(r
~r)
respectively. In equation (7B4) the
and the term --b

B. T O T A L KINETIC ENERGYBUDGET

ap

For the sake of simplicity Of interpretation Of results,
a pressure coordinatesystem is used instead of a a-coordinate system. The equation for the rate Of change Of
kinetic energy inthe pressure coordinatesystemis
b
bK--V*(VK)-p (wK)-v*V4-kV.F

"

at

where V is earth velocity, F is frictionalforce, and

K=$V2

(wK)may be called the pressure inter-

-H

action term and the transport term of total kinetic energy,
respectively,and the term -=H
be referred to as the
conversion term of potential energy. Figure 7B1 displays
the verticaldistribution of thecontribution of these terms
to the rate of change of total kinetic energy. According
(7B1l4 to this figure the level of the maximum release of potential
energy occurs at about 500 mb. As figure 7B2 shows the
energy thus converted is transferred upward to the level
of the jet stream anddownward to the level of the surface
(7B2)

4This equation applies to isobaric surface.s uninterrupted by the earth's surface.
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boundary layer by the mechanism corresponding to the
-GH.
As aresult of these
pressureinteractionterm
energy transfers, the source term of kinetic energy
" v . v,#,=
is amaximum a t these two levels. According
to figure 7B1 these sources of kinetic energy are almost
exactly compensated for by the sink of kinetic energy
V . Fa, i.e., by dissipation. The effect of verticaltransport of kinetic energy is negligibly small. Recently,
Kung [12] computed the vertical distribution of the source
term of kinetic energy over the North American Continent
from observed wind data. It is encouraging that his results have a clear double maximum in the source term at
in the boundary layeras we
the level of the jet stream and
predicted. According toBrunt
[3] the dissipation of
kinetic energy in the free atmosphere' is approximately
equal to that in the boundary layer. In the model

-

-

H

.15
2
(JOULEICM , MB, DAY)-

on an isobaric surface.

atmosphere, the ratio of the dissipationabove the 811mb. level to that below the 811-mb. level is 1.60 to 1.00.
The equation for the change of the vertically integrated
kinetic energy is
1
at

-X

a COS e be

where v is the meridional component of the earth wind
"p

-A

velocity and ( ) and ( ) denote the mean operation with
respect to pressureandlongitude,respectively.
Inthe
8 J&tead of equation (7B5), thefollowingequation
adopted for the actual computation

on theQ-coordinakSystem

is
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FIGURE7B3.--In the upper part of the figure the distribution of
the source termand
sink term (dissipation) of totalkinetic
energy are shown as functions of latitude. In the lower part of
the figure, the latitudinal distributions of northward flux of total
kinetic energy due to the meridional circulation (M.C.), due to
the large-scale eddies (EDDY), and due to both effects (TOTAL)
are shown.

FIGURE7B4.-The latitude-height distribution of the source term
of kinetic energy is shown in the upper part of the figure. That
of the sink term (dissipation) is shown in the lower part of the
figure. Unit: 10-3 joule mb."day".

level of the actualatmosphere. Their latitude of maximum
poleward transport is approximately 40' N. and coincides
upper and lower parts of figure 7B3 the latitudinal dis- with that of the model atmosphere. However, the weak
tribution of the source and the sink of kinetic energy are southward transport, which appears in the model atmosshown respectively. According to this figure, the latitude pherearound the latitudes of 50' to 70°, is missing in
of maximum dissipation is about 45' N., and the latitudes theirdistribution.Themagnitude
of maximum polejoules day" mb."
of the primary and secondary maxima of the source term ward transport is about6X10I6
are about 32' N. and 62' N. As one may expect, the lati- (annual mean) and coincides reasonably well with that of
tudinal distribution of the northward transport of kinetic the model atmosphere a t 500 mb. in which it is approxienergy, shown in figure 7B3, is very similar to that of the mately 8X10'5 joules day" mb."
(See fig. 7B5.)
angularmomentum shown in figure 6A1. Accordingly,
The latitude-height distribution of the sink of kinetic
the kinetic energy is transferred from the source region energy (V . F) which is shown in the lower half of figure
in the subtropics (or from high latitudes) into the sink 7B4 isvery similar to that of theeddykineticenergy
region in middle latitudes.Thistransport
compensates shown by figure 4E2 except in the area near the earth's
for the imbalance between the source and sinks of kinetic surface, where the dissipation in theboundarylayer
energy. Saltzman,Gottuso,and Fleisher [34] computed predominates. It is interesting thatthe
source term
the latitudinal distribution of the northward transport of hasanegativevalue
in the uppertroposphere of the
kinetic energy by the large-scale eddies at the 500-mb. middle latitudes. The kinetic energy is transported into
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where ( ) ' denotes the deviation from zonal mean ()"
and

where u is the zonal component of the earth windvelocity.
-H
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MTt5uQE
latitude-hetghtdistribution of the northward
transport of total kineticenergy due tolarge-scale eddies is shown
in the upper part of this figure (Unit: 101' joule mb." day-1) and
that of the vertical transportof total kinetic energy due to largescaleeddies is shown in the lower part (Unit: 10-2 joule 0111.12
day").

this sink region from the source regions located on both
sides. For comparison, the distribution of the poleward
and verticaltransports of total kineticenergy bythe
large-scale eddies is shown in figure 7B5.
C. EDDY AND ZONAL KINETICENERGYBUDGET

The equations for the rate of change of thehemispheric
mean of eddy kinetic energy and of zonal kinetic energy
may be written as follows:

con-

-mH

and -V

FIGURE
7B5.-The

"

We shallreferto
-@'a'
and - w (Y astheeddy
version termandthe
zonal conversion term,
dissipation
andthe
-x-xH

zonal

dissipation, and -0'4' and -W 6 as the eddy pressure
interaction
and
zonal pressure
interaction
term,
respectively. (&.
represents energy
thetransfer
from zonal kinetic energy into the eddy kinetic energy
attributed to the verticalinteractionterm(Reynolds
stressbythe
large-scale eddies) and (Kz &)I
represents the remaining part of the transfer from K z to KB.
In the upper part
of figure 7C1, the vertical distributions
of these terms contributing to the change of eddy kinetic
energy are shown. As the upper partof figure 7C2 shows,
the net effects of the eddy conversion of potential energy
andtheeddy
pressureinteractiontermcreatedouble
maxima in the distribution of the source of eddy kinetic
energy at the level of the jet stream (200-mb. level) and
in theboundary layer. According to figure 7C1, the
upper tropaspheric maximumin
the source of eddy
kinetic energy is mainly compensated for by dissipation
through horizontalmixing and themaximum in the boundary layer is mainly compensatedfor by dissipation through
vertical mixing. Althoughthemagnitude
of theeddy
pressure
interaction
term
decreases remarkably
with
increasing altitude atthe
level of thejetstream,it
supplies a significant amount of energy to the stratosphere
and constitutes a major source of kinetic energy there.
In the lower half of figure 7C1 are the vertical distributions of the terms contributing to the change of zonal
As we stated already, themaximum
kineticenergy.
transferfromeddykineticenergy
into zonalkinetic
energy takes place at about the 200-mb. level and constitutesamajor
source of zonal kineticenergy.
Part of
this zonal kinetic energy is dissipated
at the same level
and part is transferred by the zonal pressure interaction
term into the surface boundary layer where dissipation
predominates. (See the lower half of fig.7C2.)
Since
the zonal pressure interaction term is estimated-assmall
a
difference between two larger quantities, the accuracy of
the computation of its contribution is rather low. It is
hoped, however, thatthe
generalqualitativefeatures
of its contributionarecorrectlyevaluated.Figure7C3
shows the summaryof the budget which we have described
so far.
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FIGURE
7Cl.-The

vertical distributions of the rate of change of eddy kinetic energy due tovarious terms on an isobaric surface are shown
in the upper part of the figure, and those of the rate of change of zonal kinetic energy are shown in the lower part.

Finally, we shall examine the latitude-height distribution of some of these terms. In the upper and lower parts
of figure 7C4, the latitude-height distribution of the eddy
conversion term and that of the eddy pressure interaction
termare shown, respectively. According to this figure,
the eddy conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy
has a maximum at aboutthe 500-mb. level in middle
latitudes. In the stratosphere, it hasasmallnegative
value except around 50' latitude where some very weak
positive conversion appears. Similar distributions of the
eddy conversion term were obtained by Jensen [8] and
Miyakoda [21]. In the tropical troposphere, there are regions of extremely weak conversion of potential energy.
Further study is desirable to determine how significant
these negative regions are. It is reasonable that the eddy
-H
int,eractionterm - L J / @
hasa maximum value in the
upper troposphere of middle latitudes or just below the

region of maximum eddy kinetic energy where dissipation
may predominate.
D.TOTALAVAILABLEPOTENTIALENERGYBUDGET

The equation for the rate of change of the hemispheric
mean values of AT (see equation 4F1) in the pressure coordinate system may be written asfollows:

=xW
{& log, (gy]}

(CR)

[y

(7D3)

6 This equation and equations (7E1)and (7E2)ap& to isobaric surfaces uninterrupted
by the earth's surface. The part of the change of AT due to thechange ofY is neglected.
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BUDGET OF KINETIC ENERGY

( ) ' I denotes the deviation from the hemispheric mean.
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (7D1)
corresponds tothe effect of the redistribution of total
MAX. (KE Kz)
WMAX. KZDISS.
available potential energy by vertical motion. The third
EDDYPRESSURE
termdenotes thenet generation of availablepotential
INTERACTION
energy caused by the effect of radiation, convection, and
horizontal diffusion. (CR) is the extra term which arises
ZONAL PRESSURE from the simplified definition of available potential energy.
MAX. CONV.
INTERACTION
OF
PE
In general, this term is very small and, therefore, it will be
excluded from further discussion.
In the upper part of figure 7D2 are shown the vertical
EDDY PRESSURE
distributions of thenet
generation of total available
INTERACTION
potential energy by convection,radiation,andsubgridscale horizontal mixing. According tothis figure, convection generates the availablepotential
energy and
v
v
, 0 0 0 ~
MAX. DISS. OF KE
MAX. DISS. OF KZ
radiationand subgrid-scale diffusion destroy it. Figure
7D1 shows that thenet generationby these three processes
FIGURE
7C3.-Schematic diagram showing the vertical distributions
is
mostly compensated by theconversion of total available
of the budget components of kinetic energy.
potential energy, i.e., by
The conversion term has
a maximum value a t about the 500-mb. level which is
somewhat lower than thelevel of maximum net generation.
Vertical transport of AT adjusts the imbalance between
them.

I

Z
P

E. ZONAL AND EDDY AVAILABLE
POTENTIAL
ENERGY
BUDGET

The equations for the rateof change of the hemispheric
means of A, and AE (see equations4F2and 4F3) in a
pressure coordinate system may be written as follows:

axH-aPa -(wAZ)"+WAZAH+~
(T )

- _"

at

-A

II

. (4-A ) I f H

CP

- < A ~ A,>~+(cRz)
(7E1)
e

bAEH- "_ b at
aP (WAE)H+WILylH+Y
CP
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FIGURE7C4.-The
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units of joule cm.-* mb." day-') and that of
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upper and lower parts of the figure, respectively.
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The third termson the right-hand sides of equations (7E1)
and (7E2) arethe zonal andeddygeneration
of available potential energy, and <Az.A,>" is the conversion
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FIGURE
7Dl.-The vertical
distribution of the budget components
of total availablepotentialenergy, of zonalavailablepotential
energy,and of eddyavailablepotentialenergyonanisobaric
surface are shown in the upper, middle, and lower parts of the
figure, respectively.
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FIGURE
7D2.-The verticaldistribution of thegeneration or deto convection, radiation,
struction of available potential energy due
andhorizontal subgrid-scalemixing.
Thedistributions for the

total available potential energy, zonal available potential energy,
and eddy available potential energy are shown in the upper, middle
and lower parts of the figure, respectively.Note
the change of
horizontal scale on the eddy graph.
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from zonal toeddy availablepotential energy. (CRZ)
and (CRE) are terms arising from the assumption adopted
for the linearization of the definition of available potential
energy. Again, we shall disregard these termsin
the
following discussion.
According to figure 7D1, the net generation of zonal I
available potential energy has a maximum in the upper
troposphere.
This
generation is mostly compensated
forbythe
transformation of zonal availablepotential
energy into eddyavailablepotentialenergy,
which is
also at a maximum in the uppertroposphere.Figure
7D2 shows that the major mechanism which generates
the zonal available potential energy is the heating caused
by vertical convective mixing (conduction from the
earth's surface and moist convective adjustment).
The budget components of eddyavailablepotential
energy are shown in figure 7D1. According tothis
figure the energy supply from the zonal available potential energy constitutes a major source of eddy available potential energy. On the other hand, majorsinks
are the transformation into eddy kinetic
energy and the
net destruction by radiation, convection, and horizontal
diffusion. Figure 7D2 shows that the convective adjustmentdestroys
some of theeddyavailablepotential
energy near theearth'ssurface.Theverticaltransport
of AE (see equation4F3)
compensates for the height
difference between the level of maximum supplyand
that of maximum loss.
Because thelatitudinaltemperaturegradient
is too
large in the upper troposphere of our model, the sharp
maximum of energy transfer between zonal available
potential energy and eddy available potentiai energy in
the upper troposphere maybe exaggerated inour calculation. The general qualitative features of the energy
budget described above, however, maynot be toofar
from reality. It would be desirable to carry out a similar
7Fl.-Two-box energy diagrams forthe model stratosphere
study of the verticaldistribution of energy budget for FIGURE
(approximately the 34-126-mb. layer). Q;, generation of availthe real atmosphere.
F. ENERGYBALANCE OF THESTRATOSPHERE

In order to investigate the energetics of thestratosphere obtainedfrom our mode1,we constructed energy diagrams for R stratospheric layer (P/P*=0.034 to 0.126, Le.,
the second layer from the top). Figure 7Fl shows the twobox energy diagram. The terms whlch are written outside
the domain enclosed bydashed lines represent the interaction with other layers. Since the interaction between
the second layer and the lower layer is much larger than
that between the second layer and the top layer, we may
regard these terms outside the domain as the interaction
between this stratospheric layer and
the lower layers of
the atmosphere. According to thisfigure,
the energy
transfer from below
is
mainly accomplished bythe
pressure interaction term -3. This energy supply
counterbalances the loss of kinetic energy bythe conversion from kinetic energy to potential energy and by
dissipation. The availablepotential
energy thus con-

able potential energy due to radiation and convection from the
earth's surface. wA,the effect of the vertical transport of availablepotential energy. w K , the effect of vertical transport of
kinetic energv. w+, effect of the pressure interaction term. The
unit of energy transformation is 10-3 joule mb." cm.-2 day-' and
the unit of energy itself is joule cm.12mb.".
For further explanation refer to figure 7A1. NOTE:Value of g z should be .064
instead of .072.

verted from kinetic energy is destroyed by the subgridscale thermal diffusion and by radiation. These results
are in qualitative agreement with the conclusion obtained
by Barnes [2], Miyakoda [21], and Oort [24] for the actual
atmosphere.
In order to compare our results with
the energy diagran
obtained by Oort [24] for the actual atmosphere, a four
box energy diagram is shown in figure 7F2 together wit1
the diagram of Oort [N]. According to this diagrsm, th
eddy kinetic energy of the stratosphere is supplied by th
lower atmosphere through the eddy pressure interactiol
term. The eddykinetic energy thus produced is trans,
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FIGURE
7F2.-Four-box energy diagram for the stratosphereof the model atmosphere (approximately 34-126-mb. layer) and of the actual
atmosphere (30-100-mb. layer) as compiled by Oort [24] are shown in the left and right-hand sides of the figure, respectively. The
energy exchange with the other layersof the atmosphere is shown by extending the arrow outside the domainenclosed by the dashed
line. R.S.=the mass integral of the Reynolds stress term K z . K B > 2 (see equation (7C6).). The unit of energy transformation is
10-3 joule mb." om.+ day",
and the unit of energy itself is joule om.? mb."
For further explanation, refer to figures 7A1 and 7F1.
NOTE:value of @ should be .056 instead of .064.

<

ferred into zonal kinetic energy and then into the zonal
availablepotential energy. The transfer of energy described so far is in qualitative agreement with the results
of Oort [24] obtained for the actual atmosphere. Quantitatively, the magnitude of the eddy pressure interaction
from the lower atmosphere and that of energy exchange
between zonal and eddy kinetic energy are much larger
for our model atmosphere than for the actual atmosphere.
Thereareother
disagreements. According to this diagram, small amounts of zonal available potential energy
are transferred intoeddyavailablepotential
energy, in
qualitativedisagreementwith
the resultsOort [24] obtained for theactual atmosphere. Also, the degree of
destruction of zonal available potentialenergy by radiation
is much smaller than that for the actual atmospbere.
These comparisons suggest that the energy cycle in the
model stratosphere is significantly different from, a t least,
Oort's results for the stratosphere despitesome qualitative
similarity. In order tosimulatethestratosphere
more
realistically, the following improvements of the model are
being planned:
(1) lmprovement of vertical resolution of the model in
the neighborhood of the tropopause.Thisimprovement
may enable us to represent the vertical variation of the
pressure interaction term more accurately.

(2) Incorporation of the effect of condensation.This
improvement may significantly alter the meridional temperature gradient of the atmosphere and therefore change
the magnitude of the zonal kinetic energy in the stratosphere as well as in the troposphere.
(3) Incorporation of the seasonal variation of radiation.
Since the condition of the stratosphere varies drastically
from one season to another, i t is essential to include this
effect for the successful simulation of the climatology of
the stratosphere.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, we achieved a reasonable degree of success
in simulating the vertical structure of the atmosphere by
adopting a model with a relatively high vertical resoluof stratospheretion. The general thermalstructure
troposphere system is simulated. The pole-to-equator
difference in the height of the tropopause turned out to be
approximately 7 km., which isreasonably close tothe
observed difference of 10 km. The latitude of the tropospheric jet coincides with the observation. The general
features of the distributions of radiative flux and convective flux are very similar to what London obtained for the
actualatmosphere.
Also, the characteristicfeatures of
wave disturbanceare successfully simulated. The wave
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number of these disturbances decreases very sharply with
increasing altitudearoundthe
level of thetropopause,
andvery long waves predominate in the stratosphere.
The level of maximum eddy kinetic energy is around the
200-mb. level and coincides with the level of maximum
in theactual atmosphere. The verticaldistribution of
the budget of kinetic energy is in qualitative agreement
with the recent results of analyses of the actual atmosphere. For example, the kinetic energy of our model
stratosphere is maintained by the supply of energy from
the troposphere through the pressure interactionterm
in agreement with the results obtained by analysis of the
actual atmosphere.
On the otherhand,there
aremany
discrepancies
between our model atmosphere and the actualatmosphere.
Many of the discrepancies pointed out by Phillips [27]
and Smagorinsky [37] in their numerical experiments are
of eddykinetic
stiIl present. For example, theratio
energy to the zonal kinetic energy and that of eddy available potential energy to its zonal value are much smaller
for our model atmosphere than for the actual atmosphere.
Also, the latitudinal gradient of temperature of our model
in middle latitudes is much larger thanthe
observed
gradient. Accordingly, theintensity of thejetstream
which we obtained from our model is much too strong.
In the stratosphere, the latitudinal increase of temperaturewith increasing latitude is insufficient. Thus,the
stratospheric westerlies of our model atmosphere turned
out to be much stronger than the observed annual mean.
The amount of energy supplied from the troposphere into
the stratosphere also seems to be much larger for the model
than for the actual atmosphere. The eddy kinetic energy
created by this energy supply is used to maintain the very
large zonal kinetic energy of our model stratosphere.
These features of the stratosphere obtainedfrom our computation are much closer to those of the winter stratosphere than to those of theannual mean stratosphere
despite the fact we adopted the annual mean insolation
for our computation.
One of the majorfactors which may be responsible
for these discrepencies is that the condensation process
in the atmosphere is missing in the model. For example,
the modification of the latitudinal distribution of heating
by condensation could alter significantly the temperature
gradient in middle latitudes and accordingly the intensity
of the zonal current.Recently,
we have completed a
preliminary integration of the general circulation model
which includes a simple hydrologic cycle. The comparative result is discussed in a companion paper [18].
Also, the effects of the asymmetries of the lower boundary suchasmountainsand
land-sea distribution could
[20] successfully simibeimportant.Recently,Mintz
lated the longitudinal as well as latitudinal ‘distributions
of temperature andpressure at theearth’s surfaceby incorporating these effects. As we discussed already, they may
significantly increase the ratio of eddy to zonal kinetic
energy.
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Anotherfactor
of importanceisthehorizontaland
vertical resolution of the model. According to the preof our model with
liminaryresults
of anintegration
higher horizontal resolution (N=40), themagnitude of
the northward transport of total energy (or momentum)
due to the meridional circulation and that due to the
large-scale eddies are significantly different from the
resultsobtained from the present model (N=20).Recently, Smagorinsky and staff members [38] performed
a series of forecast experiments with real initial data and
concluded that the increase of resolution greatly improves
their forecasts. Therefore, it seems mandatory to perform
experiments with greater resolution; otherwise, the quantitative comparison of our results with thefeatures of
the actual atmosphere will be of limited value.
In this study, a great deal of effort is devoted to .the
analysis of the budget of kinetic energy of our model
atmosphere. We attemptedto
show how the kinetic
energy of the jet stream, the large eddy kinetic energy
in the upper troposphere, and the kinetic energy of the
stratosphere
are
maintained
against
dissipation. Although some of the results we obtained are in qualitative
agreement with analyses of observed data, further study
of the budget of kinetic, energy of the actual atmosphere
is needed for the satisfactory verification of simulation.
Finally, it must be pointed out that part of the success
in simulating the atmosphere is due to the fact that we
adoptedthe climatological distribution of atmospheric
It
absorbers for thecomputation of radiativetransfer.
is a further goal of our study to perform the numerical
integrationwithout assuming the climatological distribution of water vapor, ozone, and clouds.

APPENDIX I.-FINITE

DIFFERENCE E Q U A T I O N S

A. SPACE DIFFERENCE

The finite difference representation of the non-linear
term, which satisfies some of the integral requirements of
inertia terms and avoids some of the possibilities of nonlinear instability (pointed out by
Phillips [29]) was recently
proposed by Arakawa [I]. Basing it upon the same principle, Lilly’ proposed a general energy andmomentum
conserving representation of the non-linear term which we
adopted for the present study.
In order to facilitate the display, we shall first d e h e
the following sum and difference operatorsadopted by
Shuman and Vanderman [36] and Lilly [13].

where 4 is any function of the variable X. For example,
the notation signifies that the value of 4 at the adjacent
levels is averaged.
7
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(MTQ) and (ST&)are torque due to mountains and sur) ~ , latitude,
~
face drag, respectively. 0, +* and ( T ~ ~ denote
the geopotential of the earth's surface, and the surface
stressrespectively. I n the presentcomputation (MTQ)
is zero.

r 14)

C. AVAILABLEPOTENTIALENERGY

According to Lorenz [15], the available potential energy
can be defined as follows

w= ( E f l )-(E+?)

Again, the second term on theright-handside
equation is zero in the present calculation.

of the

(AID)

-

where E and I denotepotentialandinternal
energies
denotes thequantities
respectively. Theoperator
which would be obtained after redistributing
the atmosphereuntil the isentropic surfaces arehorizontal.
The
equation describing the change of availablepotential
energy is

APPENDIXIII."SUBGRID-SCALE
COEFFICIENT

MIXING

The coefficient of diffusion K H inthe
subgrid-scale
mixing used in the model is computed from the relation:

(AIIS)
where

where thenotation is that of section 2(B). The only
factor in this equation not exactly specified by the theory
is the Karman constant ko. We used a value of 0.4 in the
long-time integrationreported
on here. However, we
performed extensive test integrations using a simple twolevel stereographic model with four values of ko around
0.4 to make sure we adopted a reasonable value for this
parameter.The
simplified model
was
essentially the
d A (AII11) same
as
used in the general
circulation
experiment
except for modifications to thesurface drag and convective
G is the net generation of available potential energy by adjustment made necessary because of the low resolution
inthe vertical. A simple parametricheatingfunction
radiativeheating QRAD, by convection iCv,andby &D,
which is the equivalent heat source corresponding to the wasused instead of the explicit radiationcomputation
effect of horizontal diffusion. Second terms on the right- of the regular nine-level model.
The modelwas started fromrest andan isothermal
hand side of the equations (AIIIO) and (AII11) are
zero
of state and run with k0=0.4 untilamore-than-adequate
in the present
computation
because of the
lack
mountains.
pole-to-equator temperature gradient had developed and
baroclinic
waveswerebeginning to form. Then an arbiD. GROSSSTATICSTABILITY
trary time step was chosen as an initial condition, and the
Modifying slightly the definition given by Lorenz, we
model was run 11 days beyond this point four times with
can define static stability of the atmosphere as follows
four different values of ko (0.2, 0.283, 0.4, and 0.566)
but with no other changes.
Cj=-(E+I)+(E+Z
(AI112)
After 11 daysan inspection of themaps of winds,
pressure, and temperature indicated that those computed
where = denotes thequantities of the idealized atmoswith ko=0.4 exhibited the best compromise between too
phere whose potential temperatureis constant everywhere
much "noodling" in small-scale featuresand
too little
and whose mean potential temperature is equal to that of
development of baroclinic waves. Space does not permit
the actual atmosphere.
the printing of all themapsthatcontributed
tothis
Theequation describing the change of gross static
decision, but figure A-I11 shows cross-sections of temperastability of the atmosphere is
ture and meridional wind a t the top level (250 mb.) along
a great circle passing through the North Pole. Certainly
'G- C- GG
( A I I ~ ) it is clear from these curves that k0=0.566 gives too much
dt
smoothing and k0=0.2 not enough. However,whether
where GG is the net rate of destabilization of the gross ko=0.4 is theoptimumvalue is still in doubt, but this
static stability of the atmosphere by QmD, Qcv, and QHD, value was chosen for the longtime integration because of
and is represented by the following equation
its historical precedent.
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FIGURE
A-111.-Cross-sections

of meridional windand temperaturea t 250 mb. alonga great circle passing through the North
Pole computed
in a simple two-level baroclinic model solved on a stereographic projection. Four runs of 11 days each were made in which the only
difference in the model was the value of the Karman constant(k,) used in the horizontal diffusion of momentum and heat. These four
values were 0.2 (short-dashed curves with stars), 0.283 (dash-dotted curves with triangles), 0.4 (solid curves with solid circles), and
0.566 (long-dashed curveswithopen
circles).
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